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Letters
10900  PHOENICIAN LETTER ALF
→   אhebrew letter alef
10901  PHOENICIAN LETTER BET
→   בhebrew letter bet
10902  PHOENICIAN LETTER GAML
→   גhebrew letter gimel
10903  PHOENICIAN LETTER DELT
→   דhebrew letter dalet
10904  PHOENICIAN LETTER HE
→   הhebrew letter he
10905  PHOENICIAN LETTER WAU
→   וhebrew letter vav
10906  PHOENICIAN LETTER ZAI
→   זhebrew letter zayin
10907  PHOENICIAN LETTER HET
→   חhebrew letter het
10908  PHOENICIAN LETTER TET
→   טhebrew letter tet
10909  PHOENICIAN LETTER YOD
→   יhebrew letter yod
1090A  PHOENICIAN LETTER KAF
→   כhebrew letter kaf
1090B  PHOENICIAN LETTER LAMD
→   לhebrew letter lamed
1090C  PHOENICIAN LETTER MEM
→   מhebrew letter mem
1090D  PHOENICIAN LETTER NUN
→   נhebrew letter nun
1090E  PHOENICIAN LETTER SEMK
→   סhebrew letter samekh
1090F  PHOENICIAN LETTER AIN
→   עhebrew letter ayin
10910  PHOENICIAN LETTER PE
→   פhebrew letter pe
10911  PHOENICIAN LETTER SADE
→   צhebrew letter tsadi
10912  PHOENICIAN LETTER QOF
→   קhebrew letter qof
10913  PHOENICIAN LETTER ROSH
→   רhebrew letter resh
10914  PHOENICIAN LETTER SHIN
→   שhebrew letter shin
10915  PHOENICIAN LETTER TAU
→   תhebrew letter tav
Numbers
10916 
10917 
10918 
10919 
1091A 
1091B 

PHOENICIAN NUMBER ONE
PHOENICIAN NUMBER TEN
PHOENICIAN NUMBER TWENTY
PHOENICIAN NUMBER ONE HUNDRED
PHOENICIAN NUMBER TWO
PHOENICIAN NUMBER THREE

Punctuation
1091F  PHOENICIAN WORD SEPARATOR
• sometimes shown with a glyph for a short
vertical bar
→  . full stop
→  · middle dot
→  ⸱ word separator middle dot
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